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Abstract 
Raw capitalism, anti-material bankruptcy and " synchronicity" have 
continued to be the bane of Nigeria's democracy. Although more than 
few citizens believe that the leadership has good intensions but the snag 
remains that kleptomaniacs and megalomaniacs surround it, 
Nigerians have continued to suffer in the midst of plenty due to 
self-centred leadership rooted in anti-material bankruptcy, which has 
driven the citizen to the brink of disaster. The enlightened leadership 
question cannot be over emphasized. Leadership devoid of God 
consciousness cannot meet with the socio-economic needs of the 
state. Riots and industrial action are some of the bitter fruits of 
policies that are not people oriented. The study viewed the above that 
brings to bear the need for saintly executive leadership. 

Introduction 
In Nigeria, conventionally, leaders have always had an indomitable kind of power. However, 

they have always been conquered by inevitable death. But no one cares to ask, "where have all the 
heroes gone?1' They have become food for the worms. Yet, we go on fighting one another for 
temporary positions in a world of transitory existence. 

In this paper, we shall have a glimpse at raw capitalism, anti-material bankruptcy and 
"synchronicity", some elements militating against rapid and sustainable national development in 
Nigeria. The author also examines the role of the consummate leader in bringing about anti-material 
revolution in the lives of the citizens, to boost economic acceleration and socio-political stability. We 
shall also touch on "real" education especially for the youth as a way of extricating Nigeria from her 
socio-economic and political woes, but first let us quickly say a few things on democracy. 

Doldeare and Medcalf (1988) as cited by Vasudev (2001A) posits that democracy basically 
means "government by the people," whereas Dahl (199! :6) defines it as "political system in which the 
opportunity to participate in decision is widely shared among all adult citizens". It is pertinent to 
mention that the two definitions of democracy given here presume that the state exists for the people not 
the other way round. They also assume that individuals and communities work through the political 
system to resolve any number of problems of collective concern. Ostrom (1991) characterizes 
democracy as "a polycentric political system, in which there exists many decision-making centres". 
The civic culture of a democratic people requires that they employ those centres as participants in 
policy-making procedures. In the process of nation building through a democratic culture, there are 
issues, which have continued to militate against the realization of the goals of true governance. 

Issues In Nigeria's Democratic Future 
Undoubtedly, there are pretty number of issues in Nigeria's democratic future, but for the 

purpose of this work we shall consider three: raw capitalism, anti-material bankruptcy and 
synchronicity. 

Raw Capitalism 
Apparently, Nigeria is a country where raw capitalism is practiced. Raw capitalism is a kind of 

ever>' man to himself game rooted in selfishness, exploitation, political brutality, abuses, envy, 
hypocrisy, bestiality, and of course, we are all living witnesses to the ills and implications of the 
make-money-quick syndrome which is tearing this country into pieces (Vasudev, 2001). 

According to Swami (2002), the concept that one person's success or growth depends on the 
demise of another person is wrong. Prebhupada (1996) brings to bear the contemplation of a raw 
capitalist: So much wealth do 1 have today, and I will gain more according to my schemes. So much is 
mine now, and it will increase in the future, more and more. He is my archenemy, and I have killed him 



and my other foes will also be eliminated". He thinks: "I am the lord of everything; I am the enjoyer; I 
am perfect, powerful and happy; I am the richest man, surrounded by aristocratic relatives" (Prabhupada, 
1996). 

People in an intelligently organized society need to be told the bitter truth that our problems be 
it political, economic or social, are caused by Nigerians themselves, Burton (1987) contends that 
"incorrect definition of the cause of a serious conflict leads to the adoption of procedures of 
management that are inconsistent with the realities of that conflict'1. 

In the first place, for what reason must living entities that have manifested in the midst of 
plenty suffer incessantly? We are very much aware that petroleum is Nigerian's major revenue 
earner. But funny enough there is continual scarcity of petroleum products such as kerosene, cooking 
gas, diesel and petrol (automobile gas). What could be the satisfactory explanation for this? This can 
only take place in a developing country like ours where anything goes. 

In the months of October and November 2000, a liter of kerosene was sold between 60 Naira and 
100 Naira as against 18 Naira. Within the same period a liter of fuel was sold between 60 Naira and 120 
Naira as against 22 Naira. In fact, the situation is analogous to a farmer who exports yam tuber but 
family members die of starvation. So, this is very bad. Obviously, the government top executives are 
very much unaffected by this glaring injustice and mismanagement of our natural resources. They are 
like lotus flowers that grow on water but unaffected by the negative influence (like tidal waves) of it. 
But requital justice would take its toll. 

In the month of June 2000, fuel scarcity generated social unrest on university campuses so 
much that some institutions were closed down for months. The said disturbances resulted to loss of live 
and properties of enormous wealth. Nigeria supplies electricity to some of her neighboring countries, 
yet here at home, we are virtually in utter darkness. The politicians told us in the second quarter of 2001 
that by December, same year 2001, there would be uninterrupted supply of electricity. This was a mere 
political gimmick, it never came to pass. Satsverupa (1995) brings to bear the wisdom in the 
renowned politico-economist - Canakya Pandit who warned us never to place our fate in politicians, 
never to trust a river, an animal with horns and/or claws, a man bearing weapons, and a woman. 
Electricity is such an essential public utility, especially on campuses for research works but 
unfortunately the leaders of our time do not seem to view this issue with serious concern. 

Granted, politics implies hidden strategy but such agenda must be people oriented otherwise it 
creates dissension and political unrest. We need to develop the polity of care to be able to engender 
socio-political harmony amongst Nigeria's heterogeneous ethnicity. There is great need for leaders 
with sastra-safaur, that is leader imbued with transcendental wisdom. 

"Synchronicity" 
"Synchronicity" is another element militating against untainted polity in Nigeria. The term 

Synchronicity, to be far from exaggeration simply means or implies separate and apparently 
-unconnected events possessing hidden connectedness (Vasudev, 2001). The non-causal connecting 
principle could best be described in a nutshell as a physically conditioned relativity of space and time. 
Keep in mind that a non-apparent connection is stronger than an apparent connection. And if the 
citizens think that they are wise, they must know the thought by which all things are steered through all 
things. 

Anti-Material Bankruptcy 
Recently, a seasoned journalist asked me, "if the Supreme Director of all directors is 

all-powerful, all -cognizance and all-merciful, why so many bad things go on unchecked in this 
country?" According to Vasudev (2001), Nigeria is passing through some serious requital effects of 
national identity devoid of pious foundation. When the citizens of a state become too much caught up 
with bahiranga-sakti or the external energy of God, it creates kinaesthetic check of negative polarity, 
which later falls on the nation in the form of political asymmetry, social unrest and conflicts. 
Anti-material bankruptcy is a life devoid of piety in its practical terms (Vasudv, 2001). The 
enduring remedy would be to work with recognition of the primacy of non-material re-orientation as a 
causal reality 

Experts on holographic microanalysis have asserted that the fundamental issue plaguing the 



Nigerian polity is anti-material or spiritual bankruptcy which has spirited corruption in all nooks and 
crannies, all-pervasive cheating proclivity, power drunkenness, economic decadence, drug scourge, 
timocracy and gerontocracy (Vasudev, 2001) 

It is deducible therefore, that our administration lacks essentially an expression of the 
intellectual and vital mental significance and state of consciousness of the mentally polarized people of 
the race, of those who constitute the link between the inner world of transcendental life and the outer 
world of tangible phenomena. When people in an intelligently organized society are products of 
enlightenment of the mind of the community then democracy can save society or nation from 
economic woes, social insecurity and political pandemonium. Enlightenment in this context is the 
connotation of freedom from vices. True education is the key to enlightenment. According to Plato 
(Vasudev, 2001), the goal of all education was attainment of the blessed vision, a state of insight into 
things as they are. Furthermore, Plato said that the condition of attaining this goal included the ascent 
of intelligent ladder but involved also is the purgation of the desire and genuine remaking of . the 
natural man (Vasudev, 2001). 

According to applied Vedic Science (Prabhupada, 1996) every empirical growth has got some 
threshold. When that point is reached, there is always a turning point. The world is already at its 
threshold by dint of man's commitment to infanticide, theocide, matricide, ecocide, fratricide, 
genocide, parricide, patricide and regicide. Nigerians must take a critical look at the world, bearing 
the state of our country at heart. It's high time we retraced our steps from the part of 
politico-economic destruction. Nigeria needs character evolvement more than anything else does 
towards a rapid and sustainable national development (Vasudev, 2000). 

Two Classes Of Leaders 

There are two classes of leaders. There is the saintly executive head and there is the demoniac 
leader. In Vedic terminology, the saintly chief executive is called a rajarsi (Prabhupada, 1996). Raja 
means "great leader" and rsi means "great sage" rajarsi is special because he is simultaneously 
a great leader and a very saintly person (Vesudev, 2001). He is the ideal leader. One special feature of 
the saintly chief executive is that he is dedicated to extricating the citizens from material inebriety and 
in resolving conflict for the benefit of all (Prabhupada, 1996, 1997; Swami, 2002, 1996). 

The demoniac leader is technically called an asura, which literary means one who runs a 
self-centred oriented administration in its practical term (Prabhupada., 1996A, 1996B). According to 
Bhakti-Tirtha Swami (2002, 1996) those in leadership position that are under the aegis of 
kleptomania, megalomania and divide-and-rule system of governance are of asuric or demoniac 
orientation. 

Need For True Leadership 
The foremost qualification expected of a leader is that he must not be a fool, and such a leader is 

the most cherished role model that every family unit, community members, nations and the world at large 
yearn for. The mass of people follows the exemplary life style of such a leader and emulates his 
behaviour. According to applied Vedic science (Prabhupada, 1996), whatever a great man does, the 
common would follow, and whatever standard he sets the whole world pursues. 

The enlightened leadership question is a very important matter. Therefore, worthy to be 
addressed, in the wake of disgusting development of scramble for power and power tussles that are 
very prevalent in the global society which subsequently lead to hatred, enmity, disarray and Mafia 
style killings as evident in the African continent, the Far-East, Europe, Asia, etc. 

Ideally a leader must in all circumstances be merciful to all his constituents and moreover, he'll 
always consider their needs first, before his own. By controlling the senses instead of being swayed 
away be them, he remains free from the materialistic urges that drive the senses. If a leader practices and 
encourages the elevation of consciousness, he'll be under the auspices of the divine eternal energies of 
the Supreme (Swami, 2002). Therefore materialistic minded manipulators or their inducements cannot 
unduly influence him. Being unsusceptible implies that he will not be tolerant towards gross impiety and 
ignorant activities of his dependents or members of society irrespective of their economic and 
socio-political status. Vasudev (2001) asserts that a chief executive absorbs sixteen percent of the 



sinful reactions of the citizenry. Therefore the future existence of the present day world leaders is very 
dismal. The real or authentic leader must be agile and expert at handling emergencies. He must be able 
to resolve on emergent situations diligently, without having to boil over himself. 

Without knowing the purpose of human life, it's very impractical to direct a large aggregation of 
human beings. According to applied Vedic science (Prabhupada 1996A, 199B; Swami, 1996, 2002) 
the purpose of life is anti-material or transcendental enlightenment- According to Vasudev (2002), 
because our present political set-up ignores this very essence of human existence, we are experiencing so 
much upheaval, economic recession, political crisis, social unrest, etc. 

According to applied Vedic science (Prabhupada, 1996B, 1996A, 1997) the present day world 
leaders are blind mice leading other blind mice on a treadmill. What do we really learn? If we don't 
know what we are, what the Absolute Truth is, and the purpose of our life, then what is our 
education? It's simply technical training, for financial improvement to gratify our sensory modalities. 
We want money, and with money gratification, but the sensual gratification is also available for hogs and 
dogs. 

Without so much ostensible arrangements such as having to undergo vigorous university studies, 
stealing by false pretense, pen-robbery, and without having to change from khaki to agbada, the pig or 
dog (the faeces eater) enjoys sex pleasure essentially the same way that we humans do. So our whole 
educational and political systems aim at economic advancement, for sensual gratification, and that 
means sophisticated animal life. 

Real education means to understand the Absolute Truth and by understanding Him to feel 
unlimited transcendental bliss (Prabhupada, 1996A, 1997). Nigerians aren't feeling unlimited 
happiness. Some Nigerians are totally frustrated, because they are not themselves (Vasudev, 2001). 
Their hearts have been cut out of their bodies. The heart and soul of human life is love of the 
Absolute Truth (Prabhupada, 1997). But this modern culture has cut the heart out of the Nigerian 
people. There are riots, strikes and mayhem almost entirely everywhere and every day. Most 
political analysts and human right activists criticize the present leadership of this country saying that 
the leadership leaves much to be desired. Of course, if they were to lead, they would even do worse 
due to spiritual illiteracy. 

Let us admit that we are eternal servants of the Absolute Truth and we are no masters. We 
should have the strength to give up false prestige, and teach God consciousness without worrying 
about our reputation. Why should we stick to the strength of clicking spurs and jumping on the 
bucking bronco? Then death comes and smashes us on the head and we are finished. So this kind of 
materialistic strength is something phantasmagoric and ephemeral thing, isn't it? Prabhupada (1996) 
asseverates that actual strength means to give up all of one's false prestige and surrender to the 
Absolute Truth. Our heart and soul is cut off from our bodies. Therefore we are very miserable. 

According to Vasudev (2001), the heart and soul of human life is the Absolute Truth and love of 
nature's gifts, however, atheistic people ignore the gifts of the Absolute Being and depend on the crutch 
of arrogance and false pride. They pretend they are in control, when actually they are not. They talk 
big words that no one understands, so that everyone will assume they know something. But what is this 
bogus irregular nature? No one is rocky. Everyone is a perishable or a fragile thing that can be 
pulverized by nature in a second. 

Vasudev (2001) thunders, "How are you so sure that we need big political parties, national 
assembly and judicial procedures just to fill our bellies?" According to Vasudev (2001 A, 2000E) 
among amphibians, fishes, reptiles and insects, there is no legislature, neither is there judiciary nor 
executive, and therefore, no public debates; however, all these creatures do not lack food. 

We need leaders who can help people understand the purpose of life and how to achieve it. 
There is the Absolute Truth (God) from whom everything emanates and in whom everything is laid to 
rest... By understanding the Absolute Truth, we would experience unlimited happiness (Prabhupada, 
1996). Prabhupada (1996A,1996B, 1997) asseverates that the Absolute Truth is not floating in the 
clouds. The purpose of life is to go back to His Kingdom. Swami (2002, 1996) posits that if a leader 
does not direct people toward that objective, then it should be understood that such a leader is wasting 
their time. If we understand the purpose of the Absolute Truth and mis-laws, then we will live 
peacefully and harmoniously (Vasudev, 2001). Anything short of this will only create complexities for 



human survival. We are struggling to rectify conflicts that we ourselves have created by neglecting 
the laws of the Absolute Truth. Therefore by obeying Him, we will be situated in perfect happiness. 

Undoubtedly, a leader who assumes the position of a controller is under the grip of illusion. 
We are getting sick, we grow old and we have to die. So, where is your power of control; you cannot 
even control your fire of digestion. A leader must not fail to see himself or herself as an agent in the 
hands of the Supreme, a coordinator of the services. 

Most so-called advanced countries and so-called developing countries of the world today including 
Nigeria are full of bums. This means that the governments concerned are not meeting with the 
psychological and social needs of the people, and this drives people to the brink of disaster. A 
genuine leader who is not a cheat and hypocrite himself, wouldn't live in affluence whereas the 
electorate or the citizens live in abject poverty, not being provided even with the bare necessities of 
life: no clothing, no food or housing. Isn't this appalling? 

A politician may say that he will create a situation where everyone can flourish in the Naira? 
However, this type of utterance cannot be dissociated from a person who is a gross ignoramus in matter 
of requital epistemology. 

Conclusion 
The children of today are the supposed leaders of tomorrow. But if the youths are caught-up 

with so much of delinquency, how can they grow to become strong and dependable leaders of the 
future generation? Instead of letting students waste their time carving up their desks, shooting heroin in 
the lavatory, rapping their teachers, "catching up" with AIDS, and learning atheistic balderdash, why 
not give them actual education? Let us teach them about the purpose of human existence. According to 
applied Vedic science (Prabhupada. 1996A. 1097) real education means to understand transcendental 
bliss. If a leader bnc ""Hit'clii}^ ,uiu imauu>ed devotion to the Absolute Truth, if the executive head is 
dedicated to pleasing the Supreme, then automatically his administrative decisions will coincide with 
the desires of the Supreme, therefore, peace and prosperity will reign. 
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